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Attending: David Merrill (P), Stan Kuick (VP), Mike Wilbricht (T), Doug Herigstad (S) 

Guests: Edith Lau 

 

Meeting started at 8:10 pm 

 

1. Welcome guests! 

 A. Hi Edith! Thanks again for working on the chess helper 

2. Review minutes from previous meetings 

 A. Dave appreciated the joking asides at the start 

 B. Stan noted that the CD rate is 2.3% rather than 2.5% as noted in the minutes 

  1. Doug will adjust the minutes accordingly before submitting to Alex for  

  website 

 C. discussion concerning several subjects from the minutes 

 D. Dave moved to approve minutes from last two meetings (June 12
th

 and July 

 10
th

), Stan seconded, all said “Aye” 

3. Chess Camp went well today 

 A. Mike has covered all known expenses 

  1. need to check with Zeleya about additional expenses to reimburse 

 B. surprised at how much food was bought 

  1. seemed to be just about the right amount 

  2. not sure if three whole chickens or three quarters were leftover 

  3. rice and beans were very good with only a couple servings left 

 C. one very small complaint 

  1. parent claimed that her child was not getting enough one-on-one  

  attention 

   a. possible that her daughter didn’t fully catch on, or had trouble  

   following instruction 

  2. Dave will spend more time with her tomorrow 

  3. Loren likes to tell stories that are rather involved 

   a. may explain why not everything got through to player 

 D. half the time spent playing games, half the time involved instruction 

  1. not all games lasted the hour set aside for play 

  2. break-time allowed for younger players in particular 

   a. Edith can provide insight into attention spans 

  3. older kids pretty invested in the camp, exhibiting great enthusiasm 

 E. 48 players 

  1. $95.00 for 4 days 

 F. Loren did well 

  1. professor in pedagogy 

  2. years of experience 

4. Stan moved to adjourn meeting, Mike seconded, all said “Aye” 

 

Meeting adjourned at 8:30 pm 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Doug Herigstad 


